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The Northeast Innovation Hub, through the NEMakeathon has at its heart the intention to not just innovate new solutions 
to humanitarian and development challenges but to also draw together institutions, individual and companies to invest in 
the prototypes and create a thriving ecosystem of innovation addressing the needs of communities facing humanitarian and 
socio-economic problems. This is essential to further drive regulatory policies and create an enabling environment to develop, 
test and complete regulatory certification to turn prototypes into marketable products. 

The NEMakeathon has the dual goal of acting as a launching pad for he creation of the latest generation of skilled talent 
working towards finding innovative solutions to humanitarian and development challenges that can be deployed globally by 
players in the humanitarian field such as ICRC, CARE International, United Nations Agencies etc., to address the needs and 
issues of communities affected by conflict or other urgent humanitarian needs, while making these same solutions affordable 
to the bottom of the pyramid (BOP) demographic worldwide.

GOAL AND PURPOSE

The Northeast Humanitarian Innovation Hub, launched on June 5, 2018 by His Excellency the Vice President of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria, Prof. Yemi Osinbajo has been conceived to tackle the humanitarian challenges faced in the Northeast 
Nigeria through collaborative efforts involving the local communities, stakeholders in the humanitarian and development 
fields, public and private sectors, innovators, entrepreneurs and the youth. Since the inception of the Hub, efforts have 
been made over the past year to lay down the structures needed to drive the project forward and get the necessary support 
and buy-in of the local communities in Northeast Nigeria and the nation at large. To achieve this, the management team of 
the Hub launched the Northeast Makeathon Challenge (NEMakeathon), an idea crowd-sourcing project to find innovative 
solutions to the challenges in the region in partnership with the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Presiden-
tial Committee on Northeast Initiative, (PCNI) and Office of the Vice President (OVP).

The NEMakeathon aims at building an ecosystem of partnerships with impact funds, corporates (particularly product inno-
vation, technology, medical, agricultural, security and digital companies), social enterprises, incubators and accelerators, not-
for-profits, academic and public policy institutions, students, designers as well as the Nigerian authorities to prototype devic-
es and solutions that will address humanitarian and development challenges in rural communities in Nigeria and the world.

The objective of the NEMakeathon is to bring together the skills and knowledge of this diverse set of individuals committed 
to address humanitarian challenges in Nigerian communities.  Working with teams of innovators, experts, entrepreneurs and 
inventors, to co-create and refine ideas which birth early prototypes of processes and products within 60 - 90 days to uplift 
the lives of the people at the bottom of the pyramid on six (6) key challenge areas:

1. Early Recovery and Economic Security, 

2. Nutrition and Food Security,

3.  Camp Coordination & Management

4. Education

5. Health

6. Protection (Conflict Resolution & Gender Based Violence) 

WHAT IS THE NEMAKEATHON ABOUT?

WHY THE NORTHEAST MAKEATHON (NEMAKEATHON)?
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The NEMakeathon challenge is a collaborative initiative of the Northeast Humanitarian Innovation Hub, the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the Office of the Vice President of Nigeria through the National Social Investment Pro-
gram (NSIP) and several partner institutions. Anchored by the Northeast Hub, the NEMakeathon challenge was successfully 
executed through the support of higher institutions in Northeast Nigeria (American University of Nigeria, Modibbo Ada-
ma University of Technology, MAUTECH, RAMAT Polytechnic, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University ATBU Bauchi, Federal 
College of Education, Yola), CARE International, Ashoka Africa, Hult Prize Africa, UTIVA, CISCO, Ventures Park, National 
Emergency Management Agency, CoLab Hub, Fonebase Labs, Civil Society Coalition for Poverty Eradication (CISCOPE), As-
sembly Hub. Alpha Reach, MACA Designs, Bukar Mandara Foundation, J.H. Foundation and Oxford Strategy Group (OSG).

WHO ARE THE PARTNERS?

• Access to a wide network of innovators, entrepreneurs, and creatives that share passion and drive and are ready to 
synergize, collaborate and grow.

• Access to a broad network of mentors, facilitators and professionals providing specialized training in business, entre-
preneurship, financial, technical and leadership in a life-long mentorship towards an integrated society with multi-layers 
support and feedback system.

• Access to strategic partners and funding agents for all 25 Boot Camp Cohort Teams, who through their alliance with the 
Hub are ready to listen and invest in ideas.

• Access to seed investment in the form of grants for the Top 12 Teams from the Northeast Hub and partners needed to 
refine and deploy solutions which better prepares teams for entry into the wider funding market.

It is our hope that the critically acclaimed success of the NEMakeathon and launch of the Hub signals many more mile-
stones to be crossed and frontiers to discover by the Northeast Humanitarian Innovation Hub as we continue to find inno-
vative solutions to humanitarian and development challenges in Nigeria, Africa and the world.

BENEFITS OF THE NEMAKEATHON NETWORK
The Northeast Humanitarian Innovation Hub continues to seek partnerships and investment to expand and grow the net-
work for the shared benefit of all stakeholders including the NEMakeathon teams, mentors, facilitators, partners, sponsors 
and friends across various interest groups. Some of the highlighted benefits to be gained from the incubation and induction 
into the NEMakeathon Network include:
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TEAM MUSTARD SEED (Nutrition & Food Security)

MEET THE FINALISTS

Mustard Seed’s goal is to manufacture and provide low-cost 
integrated light duty farm machinery systems for rural farm-
ers who do not have access to modern farm machinery.
Our product design is a light duty, multi-functional Agri-
cultural machine (locally designed and assembled tractor) 
that can carry out the following functions: Borehole Drilling 
Rig, Land Clearing and Cultivation, Irrigation Machine, Seed 
Planter/Transplanter, Harvester, Thresher/ Grain processor, 
and Farm mobility vehicle through power engines & inter-
changeable locally fabricated accessories.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Nathan Williams Konbanan, 
Bulus Joseph Tulhonna.

Size of Market Opportunity: Tractor use in Nigeria covers 
only 8% of 30 million hectares of cultivated areas in Nigeria, 
substantially short of the estimated 78.5 million hectares 
of land available for farming. On average, 3000 tractors are 
imported into the country, in 2007 alone 2461 tractors were 
imported reported at $68,120, 000 (FAO, World Bank).

Mustard Seed hopes to improve on this farm machinery 
innovation, making it affordable, and available to farmers in 
communities of Northern Nigeria dominated by farmers and 
suffer drought through farmers cooperatives.

Our product TEKTRA E-Security solution has been designed 
to curb the abduction of children for just N1000 ($3) per 
child. This solution was developed as an innovative response 
to the kidnap of over 250 girls from Chibok school. 
Our solution, TEKTRA, is a combination of a hardware wear-
able and mobile software that enables parents and guardians 
monitor and track their loved ones, set geo-fence boundaries 
and let kids raise panic alerts in emergency situations. This 
solution is already out in the market and the acceptability is 
quite encouraging. 

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Wogu Nnodim Eliot, Nadi Henney

Size of Market Opportunity: Based on statistics by a 2016 
UNICEF report, it is estimated that over 1.5 students 
dropped out of school in 2016 and this is largely attributed 
to fear caused by the insurgency. Our primary focus is to 
equip 10,000 students from 20 schools.

“We hope to deliver a secure and safe environment for our 
kids, one community at a time”.

TEAM TEKTRA-E (Protection)
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TechlightNG’s mobile comes up with an Automated Irrigation 
System an eco-friendly, solar powered solution that irrigates 
the farmland remotely and automatically based on moisture 
levels.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Harun Abubakar, Ayuba Idris

Size of Market Opportunity: The cultivated area is estimated 
at 33 million ha, of which arable land coveres 30.2 million ha 
and permanent crops 2.8 million ha. Irrigation potential es-
timates in Nigeria vary from 1.5 to 3.2 million ha. The latest 
estimate gives a total of about 2.1 million hectares of land, of 
which about 1.6 million from surface water and 0.5 million ha 
from groundwater, a very low level of irrigation development 
(less than 1 percent of cropped land under irrigation). 

TechLightNG hopes to refine the design of the irrigation sys-
tem such that it can be available in the market, and afford-
able to smallholder farmers.

TEAM TECHLIGHTNG (Nutrition & Food Security)

“Kin Re-unifier” (KRU) is a post disaster mobile android appli-
cation that seeks to Restore Family Links (RFL). It has a very 
simple user interface and comes in four languages of English, 
Hausa, Arabic and French. Families and the general public 
can either “Report” missing or found persons or “Search” 
their loved ones on the database system. 
We believe that with the KRU app, efforts of reconciliation 
and restoration can be aided in reuniting families as they 
begin their journey back home.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Babazanna Abdulkarim

Size of Market Opportunity: In 2017 alone, the ICRC dis-
closed that it was in search of over 10,000 missing persons in 
Nigeria at an event marking the International Day of the Dis-
appeared. This solution is relevant especially in the Northeast 
with over 2 million people displaced due to the insurgency 
and thousands more missing.

Kin Re-unifier hopes to develop the application further and 
deploy it as a service open to members of the general public.

TEAM KIN RE-UNIFIER (Early Recovery & Economic Security)
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TEAM AID CARD (Early Recovery & Economic Security)

TEAM LIVEBOX (Education)

AidCARD is a system which decentralizes and automates the 
process of Aid/Grants administration using combined digital 
mobile payment technologies. By simply crediting your regis-
tered beneficiaries with tokens, s/he can exchange for cash, 
goods & services with accredited traders/vendors, securely.

Using AidCARD, beneficiaries will enjoy freedom of spending 
choices, improved livelihood, direct reporting to aid-givers, 
and catalysed recovery of the business ecosystem in the af-
fected communities while aid-givers gain proper accountabil-
ity and deep insight into beneficiary needs/spending habits 
with direct feedback from the beneficiaries.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Wandoo Aondoakaa

Size of Market Opportunity: The current practice of aid-ad-
ministration is very expensive. There are over 2 million 
internally displaced persons in Nigeria and its surrounding 
borders. Up to 10 million vulnerable people/communities are 
inaccessible for aid. 1 in every 10 Nigerian is in dire need of 
aid or any form of humanitarian support/assistance.

The AIDCARD team hopes to partner & pilot their solution, 

Livebox solution server is a cost effective offline tool that 
enables students to browse over 20 million internet contents 
(educational resources) offline. Our value preposition is to 
help students and teachers have access to over 20 million 
educational contents offline at the same time providing solar 
powered classrooms using a converted Forty feet (40ft) ship-

evaluate and scale the solution; Obtain relevant operation 
licenses and permits; Professional branding and marketing; 
Value – chain industry players (food, drugs, cash, seeds and 
others).The team also seeks 3rd Party Services: Toll FREE 
voice call line; USSD, SMS and short code.

ping container addressing lack of electrical infrastructure, 
lack of classrooms and lack access to technology.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Sabi’u Kamaluddeen

Size of Market Opportunity: According to the National 
Universities Commission (NUC), Nigeria presently has 40 
Federal Universities, 44 State Universities, and 69 Private 
Universities with a collective capacity of 600,000 which 
is a deficit when compared to the growing student popu-
lation. Of the 180 million Nigerians, 62% are 24 years or 
younger. 

LIVEBOX thus presents an opportunity to bridge the gap 
using technology to bring education in a world where 
learning is gradually moving from conventional classrooms 
to virtual rooms. 
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The Gasman is a bio-gas solution which utilizes liquid and 
solid waste to produce bio-gas to serve rural communities 
while promoting environmental and sanitary health practices.
We create a sustainable economy by providing low cost and 
efficient sanitary platforms (i.e. public toilets and food bins) 
to safely dispose human and kitchen waste that could cause 
public health hazards/diseases and environmental contam-
ination. The collected waste products are then processed 
hygienically in a bio-digester in the absence of oxygen to 
provide biogas that can be used for Cooking, lighting needs 
and also bio-fertilizer for a high yield crop production on 
farmlands.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Gbenga Ogundare (lead) Civil Engineer/
gas expert, Lanre Oladipo(biotechnologist),Mohammed Sanni 
(gas technician).

Size of Market Opportunity: As at the end of 2017, the total 
number of IDPs still displaced was 1,707,000 according to 
International Displacement Monitoring Centre (iDMC). Our 
goal is to situate a biodigester at every IDP camp in the re-
gion to help solve challenges faced under WASH.

TEAM FANAMI (Education)
Through Storytellers Camp and Studios, we believe we will 
develop storytellers and thought leaders in NE who will cre-
ate to impact their communities, becoming role models who 
inspire others to dream and do the amazing. Participants will 
be introduced to the art of storytelling. We hope to develop 
storytellers who become an inspiration to their communities. 

PHASE 1 – BOOTCAMP (STORYTELLERS CAMP)
A gamified video based platform that provides training cours-
es designed to first inspire, educate and empower NE’s youth 
ages 12 - 17.

PHASE 2 – APPRENTICESHIP (STORYTELLERS STUDIOS)
A three-year residency program where Storytellers Camp 
participants are engaged in commercial productions while 
acquiring experience and advanced skill set in filmmaking.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Preach Bassey

By 2024, we hope to have over 1600 participants through 
the storytellers’ program. Using 80/20 window, we estimate 
to have about 400 skilled and talented candidates who will 
be actively involved in commercial productions at Storytell-
ers Studios.

TEAM GASMAN (Nutrition & Food Security)
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TEAM KANTI (Nutrition & Food Security)

TEAM ZDAL DIGNITY KIT (Health)

Kanti is an sms based platform that provides farmers with 
a direct access to buyers. The farmers get to list their prod-
ucts via sms using normal feature phones. Buyers get instant 
access to these commodities, their prices, locations and the 
ability to order for these goods.

What makes kanti uniques is the fact that it is sms based, 
and what this means is that farmers in rural, low-connectivity 
areas can interact with the system seamlessly. Not only that 
but kanti, unlike the other players in the sector, provides 
farmers with a logistics service to distribute their goods after 
finding the buyers.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Abubakar Sambo

Size of Market Opportunity: Economically active population 
in agriculture (number) in Nigeria was reported at 12, 293, 
000 in 2012, according to the World Bank collection of de-
velopment indicators. 

ZDal Dignity Kit is a sanitary care package providing the 
essentials needed for rural women to have a safe, hygienic 
and affordable menstrual cycle. Each kit contains a set of 
consumables including sanitary towels, antiseptic, toilet soap 
and body cream.
This product is aimed at improving the health and hygiene of 
the female gender in internally displaced camps across the 
North-East by providing a full dignity kit for under 1USD per 
Set.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Zainab Lawan Dalorima

Size of Market Opportunity: 80% of the estimated displaced 
persons are women and children. The pilot project started 
in IDP camps in Borno State and the scope is proposed to 
extend to other internally displaced camps across the North-
East and probably beyond. 
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TEAM MAKARANTA (Education)

TEAM ENABLE (Early Recovery & Economic Security)

MAKARANTA.NG is a virtual learning space that offers 
educational content to stakeholders working with the 
unschooled and school dropout, transitioning into formal 
education.

MAKARANTA.NG captures a strategy successfully used by a 
not-for-profit for over six years which provides teachers/vol-
unteers with professional development courses to build their 
competency to teach specific topics; provides access to a 
bank of quality content to enhance the literacy and numera-
cy skills of their pupils and a feature that tracks and analyses 
the performance of teachers and their pupils.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Hafeez Abdulazeez

Size of Market Opportunity: Currently we have over 1 mil-
lion teachers all over the country. Makaranta.ng can capture 
50% of the market through its targeted integrated learning 
platform.

Cornucopia Consults runs a project working with the Enable 
the Future NGO aimed at fitting new artificial limbs for per-
sons who lost their limbs due to conflict especially in North-
east Nigeria.
The first 3D printed limb was fitted for an 11 year old boy 
during the NEMakeathon Boot Camp and Demo day where 
he got a chance to give the Vice President a handshake and 
successfully write his name using the prosthesis limb.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Ikeoluwa Senbajo

Size of Market Opportunity: We are seeking funding and 
partnerships to enable the team to give limbs to 500 people 
annually.

TEAM SOLNSAIR (Nutrition & Food Security)
Our team intends to install a network of fully solar pow-
ered dehydration hubs across agricultural settlements in 
the Northeastern Nigeria. These hubs would preserve food 
produced in these areas by drying, giving them a much lon-
ger shelve life and enough time for the farmers to sell them 
without losing them to post harvest losses.

Our proposition is a service of renting out our solar dehy-
drators, mounted in strategic sites, to local farmers at very 
affordable rates. Our solar dehydrators are going to be 
crafted locally, with materials that are going to be sourced 
100% locally. 

Team Composition: Umar Galadima, Ndubuisi Brian-Gabriel
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TEAM E-Trash To Cash 
(EARLY RECOVERY & ECONOMIC SECURITY)

eTrash2Cash (www.eTrash2Cash.com) is a social enterprise 
that provides accessible local waste collection kiosks and 
an easy-to-use platform that helps low-income earning and 
vulnerable people and households to earn and save direct 
cash incentives in exchange for every kilogram unit of the 
wastes they provide.

Our solution is an innovative water purification system 
which utilises reverse osmosis for water purification. This 
innovative product called  (WAMWAR) also works to 
eradicate water borne diseases by providing distilled and 
treated water for consumption, eradicate air born diseases 
and infections by providing a serene and clean environ-
ment and also is cost effective.

Using approach called The 3 ‘R’ Principle; Reduce, Re-
use and Recycle, WAMWAR is set to become a trusted 
household purification system that can be utilised for both 
residential and commercial purposes.

TEAM COSMOTECH (Camp Coordination & Management)

SALVUS (meaning safe) is a confidential reporting platform 
that connects survivors of sexual violence to the nearest 
Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) close to them. The 
platform provides confidential reporting for survivors of 
sexual violence, access to available comprehensive sup-
port services and access to relevant information on sexual 
violence.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested

All wastes collected are sorted and reprocessed into direct 
reusable products for use by same communities, e.g polythene 
shopping bags made from plastic wastes, organic fertilizer 
made from food wastes, tissue papers from paper wastes, 
floor tiles from plastic wastes.
eTrash2Cash will use sustainable cargo cycles to transport 
their wastes, to reduce further carbon emission from using 
automobiles.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Muhammad Salisu Abdullahi, Silver Kish

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Peter Iliya, Cosmos Danniel

TEAM HACEY HEALTH INITIATIVE (Protection)
Team Composition: Rhoda Robinson, Yewande Ayodeji, 
Isaiah Owolabi,  Ojajuni Paul

Size of Market Opportunity: The incidence of Gender 
Based Violence (GBV) is growing astronomical with the 
activities of the insurgency in the North East. From forced 
and early marriages to the physical, mental or sexual 
assault on a woman, nearly 3 in 10 Nigerian women have 
experienced physical violence by age 15 (NDHS 2013).
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Calculus EDUaids is a Social Enterprise at the forefront of 
improving the quality of education in Nigeria and promoting 
inclusiveness and equity via the design, production and dis-
tribution of curriculum-based board games and learning aids 
to Nigeria primary and secondary school across all subjects.
Via our learning aids, we help to simplify the learning pro-
cess, while making teaching and learning fun, interactive 
and impactful for both students and teachers by promoting 
the blended learning model across Nigeria schools.
Our Visual learning aids are to bridge learning gaps, promote 
inclusive and equitable learning, especially in the reintegra-
tion process of kids that have had disrupted learning due to 
trauma and conflict.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Edward Oluwasoga Akindoyo

Size of Market Opportunity: According to UNICEF, school 
enrolment in Nigeria shows that the Northeast has the 
worst enrolment of children with 27.2%. Our target is to 
reach about 50 % of the primary education sector in the 
country

TEAM CALCULUS EDUAIDS (Education)
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The provision of Emergency and Transitional Mobile 
Shelter for health care services in IDP camps and Returnee 
IDPs,  “Hard – to – Reach” communities in the North East 
especially Borno, Adamawa and Yobe States (BAY States). 
This will provide a stop gap accommodation for health 
centers, health workers, returnee IDPs pending the various 

A Safe Water Project for communities that has the following 
key components:
Primary Filters - made up of Clay, Activated Charcoal, 
pebbles and Cloth Filters. They are easy to build and would 
be installed at water points in the community and at potable 
water sales station.

Secondary Filters - a secondary filter would be installed at 
water containers in homes. This filters are clay pot with a 
volume of about 1Lt bottle. The component of clay and acti-
vated charcoal would be integrated into the clay pot.
Training and Sensitisation - communities would be trained 
on how to build, use and maintain the Safe Water Project in 
their community.

Social Business - Locals can make money through building, 
selling and maintaining the safe water project in their com-
munities.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Akukuata Othuke John

TEAM MORIAH TRUST LTD (Health)

TEAM K-FRACTIONS (Nutrition & food Security)

robust permanent resettlements by government and other 
agencies.

The Mobile shelter is made of extruded polystyrene and 
measures 18sq meters in area, ideal accommodation for a 
family of 5 to 7 persons and has a life span of 15 years. It is 
installed within 2 hours and dismantled within 30 minutes 
by two persons using simple tools (usually provided with 
each shelter). It is fire retardant. Its architecture is conical; 
allowing it to withstand high wind speed and well insulated 
for hot and cold weather.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: David Nwedu, Victor Ota, 
Godson  Agu 

Size of Market Opportunity: Our goal is to provide 370, 
522 shelters for  I,847,000 IDPs approximately.
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From the fermentation of Soya Bean comes the Product: 
Poly-Glu “The Magic Powder”, Poly-Glu (PGα21Ca) is a 
flocculant which consist of Poly glutamic acid and Calcium. 
It transforms water of awful smell of ponds, wells and rivers 
into safe, clean and drinkable quality water in a very short 
time by sticking to dirt and arsenic materials in dirty and 
polluted water and making it sink right to the bottom.
The use of Poly-Glu guaranty Chlorine free water and with 
our mobile water treatment device which has capacity range 
of 3000L/hour and an average capacity of 70,000L/Day 
to produce safe, clean and drinkable quality water, there is 
assurance for accessibility and affordability.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Akpobi Michael Emoakpor

Size of Market Opportunity: This Project Facility is geared 
to produce about 100,000 litres of safe, clean and drinkable 
quality water per day using harvested water from wells, 
irrigation ponds, rivers, etc. as water source to benefit the 
communities. The waste will be fed back into soil, it is bio-
degradable.

Hard Build Concept is an integrated technical training and 
building material production solution targeted at empower-
ing the youth within internally displaced communities. We 
train in areas such as; concreting, brick and block making, 
building design using software, making site to be cool during 
hot season and hot during dry season, material costing and 
other essential standard construction techniques. Other 
sectors of operations and training include: 
Construction manpower recruitment and training centers.
Construction plant and machineries distribution, repair and 
maintenance organization.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Isiyaku Musa Na’iya

Size of Market Opportunity: To service displaced communi-
ties across Northeast Nigeria in the resettlement efforts of 
the 1.8 million IDPs

TEAM SNAPSHIELD (Health)

TEAM HARD BUILD CONCEPT 
(Camp Coordination & Management)
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Farm Village Solutions is a comprehensive hands-on Farm-
ers’ Training Social Enterprise. Our project adopts the 5 x 5 
Continuous Mentoring and Supervision Training Model (CM-
STM). Five persons will be trained by our team of experts in 
one community for one production circle. At the middle of 
the production circle, part of the team will move to another 
community, while others will still be working with the first 
community. 

At the end of the first production circle, the animals pro-
duced will be sold. The proceeds from the sales will be used 
with additional funds to recruit five new persons for each of 
the initial five persons trained. This process will continue till 
we have attained our target of 900 trained participants for 
the first phase. 

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested

TEAM FARM VILLAGE (Early Recovery & Economic Security)

Stabilized Compressed Earth brick technology offers a 
cost-effective, environmentally sound masonry system. 
The product has a wide application in construction and is 
manufactured by compacting earth (sub-soil) mixed with a 
stabilizer such as cement or lime. 

Values:
Training of internally displaced persons, returnees and 
community members on stabilized compressed earth bricks 
production and construction techniques. 
Enhance housing construction, rehabilitation and upgrading 
of settlements and basic services for easier reintegration of 
internally displaced persons, ex-combatants and returnees. 
To support 1 household in three affected communities to 
start the reconstruction of their homes using communal 
labour and locally available materials. 

To undertake advocacy to States Government and Commu-
nity Development Associations on replicating this model of 
shelter support for other affected communities 

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Musa Mohammed Bako

Size of Market Opportunity: To service displaced communi-
ties across Northeast Nigeria in the resettlement efforts of 
the 1.8 million IDPs

TEAM MUFAD EDUCENTRE (Camp Coordination & Management)
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We construct affordable shelter with the use of EPS (ex-
panded polystyrene) as an alternative to sand-screed block 
because, it in self is light-weight and provides a medium 
where the structure is monolithic, make cracks and set-
tlement un-effective to the building structure. This can be 
used to rebuild houses, hospitals, clinics, places of worship, 
and schools, even market places at a fraction of the origi-
nal cost. With all encumbrances the use of this alternative 
building material will reduce the cost of construction mate-
rials by 40% and the cost of labour by 60%. 

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested

Size of Market Opportunity: To service displaced commu-
nities across Northeast Nigeria in the resettlement efforts 
of the 1.8 million IDPs

TEAM PROJECT DEPARTMENT LTD (Early Recovery & Economic 
Security)

The SmartSME is an interactive platform which provides 
small business support services developed with the aim 
of guiding North-East entrepreneurs and SME owners on 
how to plan, [re]start and build a successful enterprise in 
the Nigeria.

TEAM SMART SME (Early Recovery & Economic Security)

The SmartSME service is, therefore, a solution created to 
provide North-East entrepreneurs & SME owners with 
access to concise enterprise training, up-to-date business 
news, e-Mentors, mobile-money services, forum, webinar, 
a marketplace to showcase their products & services, and 
a host of other smart small business support services that 
will help propel them towards business success.

Prototype Available? Yes and Tested
Team Composition: Adamu Atiwurcha

Size of Market Opportunity: The 2013 National MSME 
survey report shows the total number of MSMEs as at 
2013 stood at 37,067,416 (Micro36,994,578, Small- 
68,168, and Medium-4,670).
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For more information on how to be a part of the NEMakeathon network, please visit our websites 
www.northeasthub.org and www.nemakeathon.org 

Powered by

Or speak to:

Ahmad Modibbo, 
Hub Manager,
+2348036449075 
ahmad.modibbo@nemakeathon.org

Mary Igbazua, 
Deputy Hub Manager/Innovation Specialist, 
+2348073531624 
mary.igbazua@nemakeathon.org

To reach the teams write to 
info@nemakeathon.org 
info@northeasthub.org

NEMakeathon 

@NEMakeathon
@NEInnovationHub

 @NEMakeathon 
@NEInnovationHub

North East Makeathon

Connect with us:


